3DTV SOLUTIONS

conceives, develops and markets tools, cameras and software suites to create real and virtual images in FullDepth™ 3D to be viewed with or without glasses.

3DTVSolutions develops complete turnkey systems for the capture, transmission and distribution (display and broadcast) of FullDepth™ images. Our technology breakthrough represents a unique expertise in the complete chain of 3D images.

Contact: Bruno Deschandellier
Home page: www.3dtvsolutions.com E-mail: b.deschandellier@3dtvsolutions.com
Phone: +33 1 55 905 100 Fax: +33 1 42 700 167
Address: 121, rue Henri Barbusse - 92110 Clichy - France
Active Circle provides Archiving Solutions for Digital Content. Active Circle solutions are based on the concept of Active Video Archive: a new approach to managing massive collections of video assets to build a scalable video archive.

Contact: Philippe Boyon, Marketing Director
Home page: www.active-circle.com
Phone: +33 1 34 659 029
Fax: +33 1 34 659 013
Address: 3 bis rue Petit Robinson - 78350 Jouy en Josas - France

Active Circle Enterprise Edition is designed for Service Providers and Enterprises managing massive collections of video assets to build a scalable video archive platform that will keep thousands of hours of video content online. Active Circle Enterprise Edition is designed to be easy to integrate in the digital workflow, and it is easy to interface with other systems. The Active Media Library (AML) is an entry-level solution designed for producers and post-production organizations.

Contact: Valerie Racinet
Home page: www.aeta-audio.com
Phone: +33 1 41 361 200
Fax: +33 1 41 361 269
Address: Immeuble Kepler 4 – 18/22, Avenue Edouard Herriot - 92350 Le Plessis Robinson - France
DICONEX is the European specialist for Power Loads, Resistors and Attenuators for RF applications.

Our components are implemented inside TV transmitters, mobile radio base stations and antennas coupling systems; our customers consequently benefit from a global offer corresponding to their exact needs.

**Products lines:**
- Terminations, Resistors and Attenuators: SMD, Chips, Flangeless and Stripline up to 1200W
- Coaxial loads and Attenuators up to 2.5kW
- Couplers, dividers and impedance matchers
- Antennas: HF, VHF, UHF, TETRA, masts & accessories.

**New products:**
- High power stripline products 1000W and 1200W (with low VSWR <1.06)
- Digital Wattmeter for high power applications.

Address: 12 avenue des cures - 95580 Andilly - France
Phone: +33 134 163 300
Fax: +33 139 598 520
Home page: www.diconex.fr
E-mail: stephane.garbe@diconex.fr
Contact: Stéphane Garbe

DIGIDIA is a French manufacturer specialist of digital radio transmission systems. DIGIDIA is a key provider of products and services for the digital and terrestrial transmission of radio programs, following both the DRM/DRM+ and the DAB/DAB+/DMB (Eureka147) international standards. DIGIDIA is a class B member of the DRM consortium and full member of the WorldDMB forum.

DIGIDIA has also the complete Head-end system (video encoders, BIFS inserters, Multiplexers for Mobile TV applications compliant with the T-DMB standard (Eureka 147) and the complete system for building a synchronous FM network (SFN in FM typically for FM traffic radio along the motorway).

The DIGIDIA team has a proven international experience in the digital radio area and is therefore a privileged technical partner for any of its customer digital radio transmission projects (products & solutions supply, technical expertise, technical training courses, installations...). The DIGIDIA products can be secured by replication on a remote site, and provides TAR format for data exchange with partners and customers.

DIGIDIA has three products lines:
- DRM/DRM+: Audio/Content Servers ; Modulators/Exciters (standalone or OEM) ; 26MHz Low Power Transmitters ; Test systems
- DAB/DAB+/DMB : Audio encoders ; Service/Ensemble Multiplexers ; Data Inserters & Authoring tools ; ETI/IP Gateways ; Test systems
- Synchronous FM : Synchronous FM Head-end system ; FM Synchronization Box (Analog/Digital audio out ; Data RDS out, Analog/Digital multiplex out).

Address: Immeuble Orchis, Les Landes d’Apigné - F35650 Le Rheu - France
Phone: +33 299 146 332
Fax: +33 299 145 883
Home page: www.digidia.fr
E-mail: sales@digidia.fr
Contact: Pascal Olivier, President & CEO
DIGIGRAM

DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORKING (IP Audio, EtherSound™) AND SOUND CARDS

As developers and manufacturers of sound cards, IP audio codecs and EtherSound technology and devices, Digigram is already one of the top three worldwide suppliers of digital audio network solutions for radio...of audio infrastructures and tools to develop competitive, future-proof solutions for its partners and end users.

IQOYA, range of IP audio codecs:

With IQOYA solutions, Digigram offers a range of hardware and software IP codecs. For contribution, distribution and other...applications. IQOYA V*MOTE turns a journalist laptop into an IP codec for contribution. www.digigram.com/iqoya

PYKO, IP audio STL for less than $1300:

For many broadcasters, securely streaming audio from the studio to the transmitter requires bulletproof reliability...PYKO has been designed for professional and broadcaster-friendly operation from the ground up. www.digigram.com/pyko

LoLa, PCX and VX professional sound cards:

The audio quality and reliability of Digigram's professional sound cards set industry standards in broadcast and other...chain of radio automation (field-recording, ingest, editing, production, live-assist, routing, play-out and logging).

Enigma Systems

develops and supplies of a new generation of Conditional Access solution, the VIP Control,® enabling cable and satellite operators, as well as new entrants (DVB-T, IPTV, ...). VIP Control,® is a smartcard less CAS particularly relevant for operators facing the digitization of analogical networks.

ENIGMA SYSTEMS which holds an international patent portfolio on new content protection approaches, has developed a comprehensive offer in digital TV from its initial smart card system to its product portfolio composed of:

- VIP FTA Lock: a smartcard-less solution allowing to control STBs over FTA signal
- VIP Loader: a secure STB upgrade solution
- VIP FTA lock: an encryption-less solution bringing to control STS over FTA signal

ENIGMA SYSTEMS offers a range of Conditional Access solutions and sound cards.
Hybrid

Hybrid is a specialized company in innovative broadcast production tools. Our range of products includes a complete line of products for robotic camera support including heads and jib arm for regular and virtual studio production.

Robotic camera support:
- **Titanium PTZF robotic head**: Titanium is a high precision broadcast robotic camera head for heavy payload (88 lbs) and virtual set use with no video/audio delays.
- **Silver PTZF robotic head**: Silver is a small and accurate broadcast robotic camera head, ideal for parliamentary coverage, studio production and virtual set use with no video/audio delays.
- **Chrome robotic Jib arm**: Chrome is a unique broadcast robotic support allowing accomplishing stunning camera movements on 6 axis for regular and virtual studio production.
- **Cobalt robotic controller**: Cobalt controller is a small and ergonomic controller for multiple camera robotic control, allowing different type of control.
- **Mercury software controller**: Mercury coupled with Cobalt controller allows a user-friendly interface when it comes to control multiple cameras from a single operator.

Virtual Set/Augmented reality solutions

Virtual Set tracking products:
- **Krypton 3D**: Krypton is a multi-layer 3D authoring software and real-time engine allowing editing of complete 3D virtual studio and graphics with powerful functionalities: shadering, render to texture, 3D animations, video live clip, etc. Krypton is a turnkey broadcast 3D engine for virtual studio, on-air graphics and augmented reality use available in HD and SD.
- **Helium 3D**: Helium is a multi-layer 2D authoring software and real-time engine allowing editing of complete 2D virtual studio and graphics with powerful functionalities: shadering, render to texture, 2D animations, video live clip, etc. Helium is a turnkey broadcast 2D engine for virtual studio, on-air graphics use available in HD and SD.
- **Oxygen**: Oxygen is a remote control for Helium and Krypton. It allows creating automated control to the virtual studio 3D or 2D through internal scripting and network or GPI control.
- **Cesium Motion tracking software**: Cesium Motion tracking software allows Krypton and Helium to use tracking devices in a virtual studio configuration. Those devices can be Hybrid’s proprietary tracking or 3rd party motion tracking devices (blue I, MoSys...).

Virtual Set trackless solution:
- **Neon TrackLess virtual studio solution**: Neon is an all-in-one turnkey system for virtual studio. It allows creating a complete 3D virtual studio with the use of fixed cameras signals and without the need of external chroma keyer. Neon is... and virtual camera and actions control through Ozone its complementary controller. Neon is available in SD and HD.

Address:
- **Headquarter**: 12, rue Gabriel péri - 92120 Montrouge - France
- **USA office East Coast**: 4225 Burns Heritage Trail - Roswell, GA USA
- **Phone**: + 33 1 46 73 0 0 66 / 6 785 8 5 9 0 9 0
- **Fax**: + 33 1 46 7 3 0 0 7 7
- **Home page**: www.hybridtv.tv
- **E-mail**: Olivier Cohen: olivier@hybridtv.tv
- **Gary Attanasio**: gary@hybridtv.tv

**Contact**: Olivier Cohen & Gary Attanasio

Ipercast

Set up in 2001 with a head office in Paris, France, Ipercast is a leading European specialist in secure content management and delivery for the Web, TV and mobile devices.

Ipercast delivers its services through its own Content Delivery Network (CDN), with a 20,000+ km private fibre optic backbone and several thousand servers located all over the world.

**Contact**: Jean-Michel Laveissière, CEO

E-mail: jeanmarcelav@ipercast.com
Phone: + 33 1 72 77 77 0 7
Fax: + 33 1 72 7 3 0 7 1
Address: 81-83, avenue Edouard Vaillant - 92100 Boulogne Billancourt - France

**Contact**: Gayle Atkinson, GayleAtkinson@gmail.com
Phone: + 33 1 46 7 3 0 0 9 6 / 7 8 5 6 5 9 0 9
Fax: + 33 1 46 7 3 0 7 7
Address: Headquarter: 12, rue Gabriel péri - 92120 Montrouge - France
LOGIWAYS
Address: 3, rue Le Corbusier - 94528 Rungis - France
Phone: +33 141 735 260 Fax: +33 141 735 261
Home page: www.logiways.com E-mail: rousseu@logiways.com
Contact: Olivier Rousseau, Marketing Director

LOGIWAYS
Conditional Access Systems, Middleware, secured solutions and services over broadcast.

Pushvod is a cost-effective solution to offer secured VoD and other non-linear services over any one-way broadcast network. Pushvod is a cost-effective solution to offer secured VoD and other services over broadcast.

SafeAccess Conditional Access System is the first ever ISO / EAL4+ certified CAS.

Pushvod is a cost-effective solution to offer secured VoD and other non-linear services over any one-way broadcast network. Pushvod is a cost-effective solution to offer secured VoD and other services over broadcast.

KCEI
Address: 13, Avenue Reille - 75014 Paris - France
Phone: +33 145 816 885 Fax: +33 145 816 885
Home page: www.kcei.fr E-mail: isakaul@hotmail.fr
Contact: Larry Clavier

KCEI is a French manufacturer and distributor present in different countries of Europe and Middle East.

"Procable" makes all your cabling in different sizes with no more cable waste. It's easier, faster and it saves money.

KCEI manufactures and distributes products for electrical installations.
For the past 8 years, NINSIGHT has been developing a complete range of software dedicated to broadcast Automation and Digital Asset Management, Offline and Live Subtitling, Dynamic Broadcast Graphics and CG. Our innovative solutions are designed to meet the needs of the broadcast and entertainment industries.

**NINSIGHT BB-TV:**
This new NINSIGHT's intuitive and professional solution is designed to play out media from an Apple environment. BB-TV is a multi-client media server with Qt-based graphic models and TM-based video streams. The interface is based on the Apple recommendations to make it really easy-to-use.

**NINSIGHT E-XS:**
E-XS (extended server) is an advanced broadcast solution delivering SD or HD graphics, template creation and a character database designed to replace one or several graphics and CG equipment. E-XS is a cost-effective economically viable solution.

**NINSIGHT PROTITLE LIVE:**
PROTITLE Live is a top-notch voice recognition solution for live subtitling. This breakthrough innovation now allows real-time subtitling to be understood by the audience. The solution is designed to work with a wide range of languages and dialects.

**NINSIGHT AYATO:**
AYATO is a unique range of software that simplifies and optimizes the subtitling process. It is compatible with all linear editing and authoring software. AYATO is compatible with most multi-lingual subtitles.

**NINSIGHT SPARK:**
SPARK is a compact suite of powerful & reliable applications automating the broadcast file management from ingest to playout and archive. It also manages media assets with a web interface, providing multi-client access and is MXF compliant.

**MBT**
MEDIA & BROADCAST TECHNOLOGIES (MBT) is specialized in Broadcast solutions integration and software developments.

**MBT**
For the past 8 years, MBT has been developing a complete range of software dedicated to broadcast Automation and Digital Asset Management, Offline and Live Subtitling, Dynamic Broadcast Graphics and CG. Our innovative solutions are designed to meet the needs of the broadcast and entertainment industries.

**MBT**
At the NAB show, MBT will present "Sphere", its new version of MAM software and its latest solutions, for the first time on the American marketplace.

**MBT**
Sphere Promo Builder - Automatic promo production:
The Sphere suite includes a solution to automate promo creation. With graphic models and video sequences, Sphere Promo Builder automatic builds promos with its来回. The Sphere suite is designed to play out media from an Apple environment.

**MBT**
Chameleon Stream Server - Interactive video streaming:
Chameleon Stream Server is designed to extend video streaming with rich web contents. From now, the user can interact with the video while it is playing. The user can access the brand website, display ads, etc.

**MBT**
Phoenix News Production - Automatic news production:
The Phoenix News Production automates news production, from editing, scheduling to broadcasting. The software allows the newscaster to produce a complete news package, including graphics, video, and audio.

**MBT**
Sphere Suite includes a solution to automate promo creation. With graphic models and video sequences, Sphere Promo Builder automatic builds promos with its来回. The Sphere suite is designed to play out media from an Apple environment.

**MBT**
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The Sphere suite includes a solution to automate promo creation. With graphic models and video sequences, Sphere Promo Builder automatic builds promos with its来回. The Sphere suite is designed to play out media from an Apple environment.

**MBT**
Chameleon Stream Server - Interactive video streaming:
Chameleon Stream Server is designed to extend video streaming with rich web contents. From now, the user can interact with the video while it is playing. The user can access the brand website, display ads, etc.

**MBT**
Phoenix News Production - Automatic news production:
The Phoenix News Production automates news production, from editing, scheduling to broadcasting. The software allows the newscaster to produce a complete news package, including graphics, video, and audio.
SOUND4

Address: 11, Quai Joseph Gillet - 69004 Lyon - France
Phone: +33 4 13 41 54 91
Fax: +33 4 13 41 54 92
Email: mail@sound4.biz

Contact: Vincent Defretin, Product and Project Manager

PCI BROADCAST SOUND PROCESSING (patented technology) - AUDIO IP - PROFESSIONAL SOUNDCARD.

SOUND4 HD/FM2
SOUND4 HD/FM4
SOUND4 IP (Low delay coding frame - single or duplex mode)

Launch officially for NAB 2010:
• SOUND4 Voice:
  - Audio Stream
  - Audio Back up
  - Audio Streaming
  - Stream IP
  - Stream Audio

HD/IP Options:
• Audio IP
• Audio Streaming
• Audio Back up
• Audio Sequencer

NAB 2007 and 2008: Award in Las Vegas – SOUND4 has developed a line of Broadcast sound processors (FM, HD, DAB, DRM, WEB Radio) inside PCI cards intended to be installed in a PC architecture. In 2009 SOUND4 launched a full range of Audio IP Networking Solution (Ultra Low delay coding 50ms – single or duplex mode).

NAB 2010: Launch of new voice product range... stay tuned!

With 20 years of experience in broadcasting, SGT is a leading global software vendor providing innovative solutions for the broadcast and media industries.

SGT’s VEDA™ software suite manages video content and automates the media-related workflows of media companies and broadcasters. VEDA™ comes with superior features, such as its unrivalled semantic search engine and management of metadata. VEDA™ shows a series of new features of the VEDA™ software suite for workflow automation and media content management and is the new VEDA™ pack: the VEDA Pack Transmission and VEDA Pack Search & Retrieve.

SGT shows a series of new features of the VEDA™ software suite for workflow automation and media content management and is the new VEDA™ pack: the VEDA Pack Transmission and VEDA Pack Search & Retrieve. The solution presents a unique combination of high flexibility and modularity, as well as superior features such as its unrivalled semantic search engine and management of metadata.

Contact: François Chiche, VP Sales and Marketing
Home page: www.sgt.eu
Phone: +33 1 64 73 47 47
Fax: +33 1 64 73 47 44
Email: contact@sgt.eu

Address: 27, rue Alfred Nobel - 77420 Champs sur Marne - France
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XD Productions is a Film/TV production studio located in Paris, France. For 10 years we have specialized ourselves in 3D animation production & research, focusing on bringing imagination & innovation on screen.

XD Productions was able to launch Animakit Studios, a real-time low cost motion capture system, since it doesn’t need sensors on the body, and uses 3 webcams and 1 standard computer. Easily capturing motion to make a cartoon movie, enabling a complete immersion of a player in a game, showing a virtual character in real life. Analyzing Studio’s demo creates a perfect immersion of a character in your game, allowing a virtual character to move and interact with the real world.
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At the service of companies, the Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCIP) is a public institution managed by 80 elected CEOs. It works with public authorities on major economic issues and suggests legislative changes designed to strengthen competitiveness of companies and territories.

Every day, CCIP advisers accompany entrepreneurs in the creation, development or transfer of their companies. This constantly renewed support is tailored to the market’s needs.

In its educational institutions, the CCIP has教育培训 14,000 young people — including 4,000 apprentices — and 30,000 adults in continuing education. CCIP advisors accompany projects and courses are designed in line with changes in the labor market.

With its expertise in fairs, conventions and trade shows, the CCIP has joined forces with the Unibail-Rodamco group to create two entities: VIPARIS, which manages major exhibition venues, and COMEXPOSIUM, which organizes trade shows and events.

The objective: to give the Capital Region stronger resources in order to compete on the European and international levels and thus enhance its attractiveness.

Address: 2, rue de Viarmes - 75001 Paris - France
Phone: +33 1 55 63 69 99
Fax: +33 1 55 63 69 99
Home page: www.ccip.fr
E-mail: fsadaouiram@ccip.fr
Contact: Fahima Sadaoui-Ramos, North American Desk

UBIFRANCE, the French Agency for International Business Development promotes French technologies and know-how abroad.

Capitalizing on its resources and those of the network of the Economic Departments of French Embassies abroad, the Agency supports French companies in their efforts to penetrate foreign markets abroad and to promote French know-how and services. UBIFRANCE focuses on sectors and those of the network of the Economic Departments of French Embassies abroad. The Agency supports French companies in their efforts to penetrate foreign markets abroad and to promote French know-how and services.
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Contact: Marie-Françoise Nolet, Project Manager
Home page: www.ubifrance.fr
E-mail: accueilcommercial@ubifrance.fr
Phone: +33 1 40 73 30 00
Fax: +33 1 40 73 30 00
Address: 77, boulevard Saint-Jacques - 75014 Paris - France